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[DESIGN NOTES]  What better way to celebrate our 8th year than with two empty, 
interlocking Super 8 reels — colorized and balanced to create the shape of the number!

The numbers on the map illustrate the general location and 
the approximate distance between the 8 screening venues. For 
detailed maps and directions to each, please visit the website 
below or scan this code.

COASTLINECHILDRENSFILMFESTIVAL.COM

WELCOME TO THE 8TH ANNUAL COASTLINE CHILDREN’S FILM FESTIVAL

Eight years ago, we were inspired by the 8½ FOUNDATION (eightandahalf.org) — 
founded by Tilda Swinton and Mark Cousins — and its mission to make great films available 
to young people everywhere.  In their own words: “...not the bigger films blasted 
from the rooftops of every seventeen-screen pleasure palace, but littler films, 
often from other countries, maybe made many decades ago, maybe made without 
color, maybe with subtitles, or not a single spoken word.” That idea became our 
mandate; our manifesto.  For the next 10 days, we will present full-length features, 
documentaries, shorts and classic silent films — all for FREE ($1 suggested donation) 
and chosen just for you!

The festival kicks off on Friday March 9th with an OPENING NIGHT PAJAMA PARTY 
hosted by Krasl Art Center. The evening begins at 6:00 pm with live music by Brandon 
Mattson followed by KidFlix 1, a selection of shorts from the New York International 
Children’s Film Festival (NYICFF), at 7:00 pm. The YOUNG FILMMAKERS COMPETITION 
will premiere at the Michigan City Public Library (IN) and the New Buffalo Township Library 
(MI) on Saturday March 10th.  This year, we created the Silent Film Challenge and are 
pleased to present 16 films, all without spoken dialogue, by young visionaries from 
Michigan and Indiana.  Awards will be presented, red carpet style, at the Citadel Oak Room 
at 6:30 pm on Friday March 16th — immediately following the 5:30 pm screening.  
Other events include a visual and special effects workshop for middle and high school 
students, a performance by the All God’s Children Community Choir, an American Sign 
Language demonstration workshop in conjunction with the documentary film Deaf Jam 
and two LEGO stop-motion animation workshops. In addition, we are  thrilled to continue 
our partnership with the Northwest Film Forum (Seattle, WA). 

This year, the inimitable Dr. Larry Schanker will provide improvisational piano 
accompaniment for the Young Filmmakers Competition and for 5 silent films — including 
Safety Last (1923) which closes the festival at  Krasl Art Center on Sunday March 18th.
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3/11 | ASL DEMONSTRATION WORKSHOP • DEAF JAM
Join us for an ASL demonstration workshop with deaf poet and scholar Peter S. Cook. Cook 
is Associate Professor in the Department of ASL-English Interpretation at Columbia College 
Chicago and an internationally-known deaf performing artist whose work incorporates 
American Sign Language, pantomime, storytelling, acting and movement. FREE

3:00 PM  Deaf Jam  Citadel Oak Room  4:30 PM  ASL Demonstration Workshop

D

SCREENING VENUES FREE EVENTS & WORKSHOPS

CITADEL OAK ROOM 
91 Hinkley Street  |  Benton Harbor, MI 49022  |  269.926.3059  |  citadeloakroom.com

KRASL ART CENTER
707 Lake Boulevard  |  St. Joseph, MI 49085  |  269.983.0271  |  krasl.org

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS
1101 Broad Street  | St. Joseph, MI 49085  |  269.983.3688  |  boxfactoryforthearts.org

BRIDGMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY
4460 Lake Street  |  Bridgman, MI 49106  |  269.465.3663  |  bridgmanlibrary.com

VICKERS THEATRE
6 N Elm Street  |  Three Oaks, MI 49128  |  269.756.3522  |  vickerstheatre.com

NEW BUFFALO TOWNSHIP LIBRARY
33 N Thompson Street  |  New Buffalo, MI 49117  |  269.469.2933  |  newbuffalotownshiplibrary.org

MICHIGAN CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY [CENTRAL TIME]
100 East 4th Street  |  Michigan City, IN 46360  |  219.873.3044  |  mclib.org

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
304 South Main Street  |  South Bend, IN 46601  |  574.282.4646  |  sjcpl.lib.in.us

INDIANA

MICHIGAN

3/17 | LEGO STOP-MOTION ANIMATION WORKSHOP (2 SESSIONS)
Hosted by Krasl Art Center. Space is limited. Details & registration: goo.gl/1gQSVJ   FREE  

(I) 12:00-1:30 PM   (II) 2:30-4:00 PM   Krasl Art Center  1:30 PM  NYICFF Kid Flix 2

F

3/16 | YOUNG FILMMAKERS COMPETITION RED CARPET AWARDS
Hollywood-worthy screening of the 2018 Young Filmmakers Competition short films 
followed by the presentation of awards. FREE

5:30 PM  YFC Short Films  Citadel Oak Room  6:30 PM  YFC Awards Presentation

E

3/10, 3/16 & 3/18 | DR. LARRY SCHANKER, PIANO
SW Michigan’s own Dr. Larry Schanker will play live to a selection of silent film screenings.

G

3/10 | PERFORMANCE BY ALL GOD’S CHILDREN COMMUNITY CHOIR
The All God’s Children Community Choir is a multiracial, multicultural group of talented and 
enthusiastic children and teens drawn from ten different communities in SW Michigan. FREE

6:00 PM  Performance   Box Factory For The Arts   6:30 PM  The Breadwinner

C

3/10 | VISUAL AND SPECIAL EFFECTS WORKSHOP  
Emmy award winning NYC motion graphics artist Karen Perrine comes to Michigan for a 
visual and special effects workshop for middle and high school students. You’ll learn about 
old-school effects tricks along with some amazing digital wizardry. Space is limited. Email 
atouchofgreatness@ hotmail.com to register. FREE

2:30 - 5:00 PM  Workshop   Box Factory For The Arts   6:30 PM  The Breadwinner

B
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3/9 | OPENING NIGHT PAJAMA PARTY • ALL AGES
6:00 PM  Music by Brandon Mattson  Krasl Art Center  7:00 PM  NYICFF Kid Flix 1
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Sasha, a seven-year-old Russian youth, is picked on 
by the children of his town for playing the violin. One 
day, he’s rescued by steamroller operator Sergei and 
a profound friendship is born. Sasha plays music for 
his older friend and Sergei protects the young boy 
from bullies and empowers him by allowing him to 
ride his steamroller. Sasha and Sergei’s friendship is 
representative of a free exchange of ideas. Sasha’s 
teacher doesn’t encourage the boy’s passion when he 
begins to sway from side to side as he plays his violin. 
“Don’t get carried away,” she says to the heartbroken 
child. Sergei allows the boy to play as he desires and 
by letting him ride his steamroller, Sasha becomes a 
symbol of strength to the children around him.

RUSSIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

BRIDGMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY  

Bridgman

The Steamroller and the Violin  RUSSIA

Live Action   |   Andrei Tarkovsky   |   1960   |   50 minutes   |   Ages  10+

Young Mary follows a mysterious cat into the 
nearby forest and discovers an old broomstick and 
the strange Fly-by-Night flower, a rare plant that 
blossoms once every seven years. Together, the 
flower and the broomstick whisk Mary above the 
clouds, and far away to Endor College - a school of 
magic run by headmistress Madam Mumblechook and 
the brilliant Doctor Dee. But there are terrible things 
happening at the school, and when Mary tells a lie, 
she must risk her life to try and set things right. This 
is Studio Ponoc’s first feature film based on The Little 
Broomstick by Mary Stewart.

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY PUBLIC LIBARY  

South Bend

KRASL ART CENTER  

St. Joseph

Mary and the Witch’s Flower JAPAN

Animation   |   Hiromasa Yonebayashi   |   2017  |   100 minutes   |   Ages  8+

3/10
11:00 AM

3/14
5:30 PM

3/10
2:30 PM

84

2

FEATURE FILMS  >
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BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS  

St. Joseph

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS  

St. Joseph

After losing her mother in a car accident that 
leaves her with a broken arm, 4-year-old Ponette 
struggles with anguish and fear. Left by her father 
with a caring aunt and her children, Ponette grieves 
(secretly hoping her mother will somehow come back). 
Confused by the religious explanations provided by 
adults, and challenged by the cruel taunts of a few 
children at school, little Ponette must make her 
way through her emotional turmoil. Filmed cannily 
in close-ups, we’re always privy to the artless 
emotions of the young girl. She’s not old enough yet 
to have learned to dissemble. Her direct, unaffected 
performance (if that’s what it is) draws us close in as 
few films are able to do.

FRENCH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

CITADEL OAK ROOM  

Benton Harbor

Ponette  FRANCE

Live Action   |     Jacques Doillon  |   1996   |   97 minutes   |   Ages  10+

From executive producer Angelina Jolie and the creators 
of the Song of the Sea, comes the Oscar-nominated 
feature based on Deborah Ellis’ novel. Parvana is 
an 11-year-old girl who lives under Taliban rule in 
Afghanistan in 2001. After the wrongful arrest of her 
father, she cuts off her hair and dresses like a boy to 
support her family. Working alongside a friend, she soon 
discovers a new world of freedom and danger. Drawing 
strength from the fantastical stories she invents, 
Parvana embarks on an epic quest to find her father.

The Breadwinner  IRELAND

Animation   |   Nora Twomey   |   2017   |   94 minutes   |   Ages 8+ 

Academy Award Winner Jane Campion’s first film 
begins in the present, when teenage girlfriends, 
Louise and Kelly, once inseparable, have already 
grown apart. Louise is in high school, gets good 
grades, and has a typical love-hate relationship 
with her divorced mother. Kelly, in bleached hair 
and punk gear, lives with friends at the beach and is 
experimenting with drugs and casual relationships. 
The film then moves back in time over the past year 
in the girls’ friendship and reveals, in five episodes, 
the subtle changes that sent the two on their different 
paths. With humor, fierce honesty and a passionate 
sense of humanity, Campion tells a story of missed 
opportunities and minor traumas that take on 
profound new meaning with the passage of time.

Two Friends  AUSTRALIA

Live Action   |   Jane Campion   |   1986   |   76 minutes   |   Ages  13+

3/10
6:30 PM

3/12
7:00 PM

3/11
1:00 PM

C

B
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2:30 - 5:00 PM VISUAL AND SPECIAL EFFECTS 
WORKSHOP FOR MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

6:00 PM PERFORMANCE BY
ALL GOD’S CHILDREN COMMUNITY CHOIR

B

C
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Identical twin brothers Yukihiko and Seizo are famous 
artists embarking on a collaboration — a book based on 
their idyllic childhood in a remote hamlet near Kochi. 
Their beautiful paintings sweep us back to 1948, when 
they were in third grade. Known to everyone as “the 
brats,” the two grapple with catfish in the river, chase 
birds in the woods, and cause general mischief in the 
village and school. But the plot is secondary to the 
film’s wonderfully vibrant sensations of childhood — the 
rich details of family life, the unintentional cruelty of 
youth, the mysteriously beautiful nature that envelopes 
them, the strong emotional bond between the twins,
the fierce fights they enter in at the drop of a hat — are 
as memorable as any film in the last decade. 

JAPANESE WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

KRASL ART CENTER  

St. Joseph

Village of Dreams  JAPAN

Live Action   |   Yôichi Higashi   |   1996   |   112 minutes   |   Ages  10+

Twelve-year-old Wendy doesn’t care too much for 
her parents’ decision to spend all of summer break 
at her grandmother’s rundown horse ranch. After 
Wendy has a severe riding accident, she refuses to 
get back into the saddle – even though she used to be 
quite enthusiastic for and successful at competitive 
horseback riding. Yet as soon as she arrives, she 
meets the invalid horse Dixie, which just escaped from 
the butcher. Dixie seems to be quite fond of Wendy 
and follows her wherever she goes. The two loners 
are building a friendship which has the potential to 
forever change not only Wendy’s life but could also 
save grandma’s ranch from being sold. How long will 
Wendy be able to hide Dixie from the adults? 

GERMAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Wendy GERMANY

Live Action   |   Dagmar Seume   |   2017  |   91 minutes   |   Ages  10+

This feature debut from Colombian writer-director 
Henry Rincón centers on Eduardo, a ten-year-old boy 
who has more than his share of harrowing challenges: 
he is poor, a victim of Colombia’s armed conflict, and 
is missing a leg. Yet, with the help of his music teacher 
and some valiant friends, Eduardo is determined to 
follow through with what he considers his mission: 
participate in a children’s soccer tournament without 
being discovered. Hero Steps is a heartrending 
drama about triumph in the face of seemingly 
insurmountable adversity. If little Eduardo can follow 
his dreams, then surely there’s hope for all of us.

SPANISH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

3/15
6:30 PM

Hero Steps  COLUMBIA

Live Action   |   Henry Rincón   |   2016   |   90 minutes   |   Ages  10+

2
BRIDGMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY  

Bridgman
3/13

3:30 PM
4

CITADEL OAK ROOM  

Benton Harbor
3/17

5:30 PM
1
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The countryside isn’t always as calm and peaceful as 
it’s made out to be, and the animals on this farm are 
particularly agitated: a fox who mothers a family of 
chicks, a rabbit who plays the stork, and a duck who 
wants to be Santa Claus. If you think life in the country 
is a walk in the park, think again! Directors Benjamin 
Renner and Patrick Imbert adapt Renner’s own 
acclaimed graphic novel into a delirious, delightful 
triptych of interlocking stories, with a pacing and 
visual spontaneity that harkens back to classic 
Looney Tunes shorts and slapstick two-reelers. But 
underneath the gags (and there are plenty of them), 
the three stories offer a sensitive and beautiful 
portrayal of family and the anxieties of modern life. 

FRENCH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

VICKERS THEATRE  

Three Oaks

The Big Bad Fox and Other Tales  FRANCE

Animation   |     Benjamin Renner & Patrick Imbert   |   2017   |   80  minutes   |   Ages  8+

There is light and beauty, even in the darkest of 
worlds. Stranded on an island in a post-apocalyptic 
world, teenager Dinky and her friends hatch a 
dangerous plan to escape in the hope of finding a 
better life. Meanwhile, her old friend Birdboy has shut 
himself off from the world, pursued by the police and 
haunted by demon tormentors. But unbeknownst to 
anyone, he contains a secret inside him that could 
change the world forever. Based on his own graphic 
novel, Alberto Vázquez’s film is a darkly comic, 
mindbending fantasy. Gorgeous graphic imagery 
brings to life a surreal and discordant world populated 
by adorable (and adorably disturbed) animated 
critters, searching for hope and love amid the ruins. 

SPANISH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Birdboy: The Forgotten Children  SPAIN

Animation   |  Alberto Vazquez & Pedro Rivero   |   2017   |   76 minutes   |   Ages 15+ 

3/17
12:00 PM

CITADEL OAK ROOM  

Benton Harbor
3/17

8:30 PM
1 6

DOCUMENTARIES  >
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CITADEL OAK ROOM  

Benton Harbor

In Finland, teenage girls ride hobby horses. Really. 
This moving film is about the power of imagination 
and the strength of an all- female community. Playing 
with hobbyhorses is a traditional children’s activity, 
but today’s Finnish teenage girls have created a sub-
culture around it, raising the scene to a whole new 
level. The hobbyists are unofficially organized and 
work on a voluntary basis. On one hand they are an 
active, online social community while on the other they 
take the sport seriously by training outdoors in woods 
and parks and compete in nation-wide tournaments. 

FINNISH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Hobbyhorse Revolution  FINLAND

Documentary   |   Selma Vilhunen   |   2017   |   88 minutes   |   Ages  8+

ASL poetry changes Aneta Brodski’s life. Poetry, 
friendship and respect transcend politics as Aneta 
finds herself in an unexpected collaboration. In Deaf 
Jam, Aneta Brodski seizes the day. She is a deaf teen 
introduced to American Sign Language (ASL) Poetry, 
who then boldly enters the spoken word slam scene. 
In a wondrous twist, Aneta, an Israeli immigrant living 
in the Queens section of New York City, eventually 
meets Tahani, a hearing Palestinian slam poet. The 
two women embark on a collaboration/performance 
duet - creating a new form of slam poetry that speaks 
to both the hearing and the Deaf.

Deaf Jam  USA

Documentary   |   Judy Lieff   |   2011   |   70 minutes   |   Ages  12+

A heart-warming and inspiring film that follows six 
First Nations families as they prepare their children 
for the first-ever First Nations Provincial Spelling 
Bee in Canada. Out on the breathy landscapes of 
Saskatchewan Reserves, we meet students, parents 
and educators in the weeks leading up to the spelling 
bee. We go ice fishing on a school outing, we revel in a 
dance at a powwow, we see best friends study together 
and we hover in the excitement as the day draws 
nearer. We see the hardships our characters face but 
we also feel the love and support that exists within the 
family home. And as we spend time with the children 
who will compete, we find ourselves investing in them, 
cheering for them and wanting them to succeed. 

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS  

St. Joseph

Bee Nation  CANADA

Documentary   |   Lana Slezic   |   2017   |   78 minutes   |   Ages 10+ 

3/10
8:00 PM

3

ASL DEMONSTRATION FOLLOWING THE FILM

D

D3/11
3:00 PM

1

KRASL ART CENTER  

St. Joseph
3/13

6:30 PM
2ASL DEMONSTRATION WORKSHOP

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE FILM
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A year in the life of two passionate and inspirational 
teachers in the only primary-age boarding school 
in Ireland. Headfort School, housed in an 18th 
Century Hogwarts-like estate, embraces tradition 
and modernity, and this is John and Amanda Leyden’s 
life. For John, rock music is just another subject 
alongside Math, Scripture and Latin, taught in a 
collaborative and often hilarious fashion. For Amanda 
the key to connecting with children is the book and 
she uses all means to engage the minds of her young 
charges with literature. For nearly half a century 
these two have shaped thousands of minds but 
now they must start making preparations for their 
retirement. What will keep them young if they leave?

School Life  IRELAND

Documentary   |   David Rane  &  Neasa Ní Chianáin   |   2016   |   99 minutes   |   Ages 10+ 

Northwest School of the Arts, a public magnet 
school in Charlotte, N.C., is chosen to be the first 
high school permitted to perform The Color Purple—
the Broadway musical adaptation of Alice Walker’s 
Pulitzer Prize–winning novel. From auditions to 
opening night and beyond, the filmmakers follow 
these students and their teachers as they pursue 
their dreams. Watch these amazing students grapple 
with presenting the story of Celie, Mister, and Shug 
as they deal with daily issues in their own lives. 
Follow Mekhai, Britany, Keston, Phillip, Danielle, 
and Javontre on an inspirational journey to find 
fulfillment in acting, singing and dancing while 
forging paths for a life after high school.

Purple Dreams USA

Documentary   |   Joanne Hock   |   2017  |   72 minutes   |   Ages  10+

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS  

St. Joseph
3/14

7:30 PM
3

CITADEL OAK ROOM  

Benton Harbor
3/17

7:00 PM
1

SHORT FILMS  >
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THIS SYMBOL WITH A LETTER INSIDE INDICATES A FREE EVENT OR WORKSHOP. SEE PAGE 3 (FREE EVENTS & WORKSHOPS) FOR DESCRIPTIONS, TIMES AND LOCATIONS.

VENUES CITADEL OAK ROOM

KRASL ART CENTER

1

2

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS

BRIDGMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY

3

4

NEW BUFFALO TWP LIBRARY

VICKERS THEATRE

5

6

MICHIGAN CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY (CST)

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY (IN) PUBLIC LIBRARY

7

8

F  3/09

S  3/10

S  3/11

M  3/12

T  3/13

W  3/14

T  3/15

F  3/16

S  3/17

S  3/18

11:00 AM

3:30 PM

2:30 PM

6:30 PM

6:30 PM

1:00 PM

5:30 PM 12:00 PM 8:30 PM

3:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

7:30 PM

6:30 PM

5:30 PM

4

4

2

2

2

1

1 6 1

1

3

3

3

3 C

8

D

The Steamroller... Mary...Witch’s... The Breadwinner Ponette Two Friends Hero Steps Village of Dreams Wendy Big Bad Fox... Bee NationBirdboy Deaf Jam Hobbyhorse... Purple Dreams

B

SCHEDULE
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PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED FOR THE VISUAL/SPECIAL EFFECTS WORKSHOP & LEGO STOP-MOTION ANIMATION WORKSHOPS. SEE PAGE 3 (FREE EVENTS & WORKSHOPS).

OPENING NIGHT PAJAMA PARTYA PERFORMANCE BY ALL GOD’S CHILDREN CHOIRC

LEGO STOP-MOTION ANIMATION WORKSHOPSF

VISUAL/SPECIAL EFFECTS WORKSHOPB

YOUNG FILMMAKERS COMPETITION RED CARPET AWARDSE PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT BY DR. LARRY SCHANKERG

ASL DEMONSTRATION WORKSHOPD

3:30 PM 1:00 PM 1:30 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM 4:00 PM 5:00 PM

7:00 PM 7:45 PM

4:00 PM

8:15 PM 5:30 PM

4:15 PM

6:30 PM

5:30 PM 6:30 PM

4 2 2

2

5

2

1 1 1

1 1

2

1 1

2

3

3 3

A

11:00 AM

10:00 AM 11:30 AM
(CST) (CST)

3:00 PM

3:00 PM 1:00 PM

4

7 7

8

5 5

G G

G

G E G

G

G

School  Life Kid Flix 1 Kid Flix 2 Mind/GameUnstuckNorthwest Film Sisterly Ohero:kon Charley Bowers Sleeping BeautyFor Ireland’s Sake Safety LastThe Immigrant The Rink Young Filmmakers

F

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
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DREAM THE FUTURE

March 14-Northwest Film Forum Animated Shorts
March 17-Northwest Film Forum Live Action Shorts

Northwest Film Forum produces Children’s Film Festival 
Seattle and believes in the power of visual storytelling 
that illuminates and informs global awareness. They 
cherish the ideals of social inclusion, diversity, 
teamwork, empathy, care for the planet,  human rights, 
kindness and love. In these short films, kids will feast 
their eyes on gorgeous animation and beautiful live 
action stories that run the gamut from laugh-out-loud 
funny to unforgettably poignant.

NFF Short Film Program  GLOBAL

Multi   |   Multi   |   Multi   |   60 minutes each  |   Ages  6+

KID FLIX 1 — ENGLISH OR NO DIALOGUE

The New York International Children’s Film Festival’s Best of the Fest touring program brings films to theaters and 
arts organizations around the country that might not otherwise have access to independent and international film 
programming for young people. Kid Flix 1 is for a younger audience while Kid Flix 2 is for big kids.

NYICFF Kid Flix 1  GLOBAL

Live Action/Animation   |   Multiple  |   Multiple   |   65 minutes   |   Ages 3-7 

KID FLIX 2 — ENGLISH OR ENGLISH SUBTITLES

NYICFF Kid Flix 2  GLOBAL

Live Action/Animation   |   Multiple  |   Multiple   |   60 minutes   |   Ages  8+

LEGO STOP-MOTION ANIMATION WORKSHOP (FREE)
LIMITED SPACE. VISIT goo.gl/1gQSVJ TO REGISTER. FA

BRIDGMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY  

Bridgman
3/14

3:30 PM
4

CITADEL OAK ROOM  

Benton Harbor
3/17

4:00 PM
1

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY  

South Bend

BRIDGMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY  

Bridgman

NEW BUFFALO TOWNSHIP LIBRARY  

New Buffalo

KRASL ART CENTER  

St. Joseph

KRASL ART CENTER  

St. Joseph

NEW BUFFALO TOWNSHIP LIBRARY  

New Buffalo

MICHIGAN CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY  

Michigan City

3/17
3:00 PM

3/17
11:00 AM

3/10
2:00 PM

3/9
7:00 PM

3/17
1:30 PM

3/10
3:00 PM

3/10
10:00 AM CST 

8

4

5

2

2

5

F

7

A

6:00 PM OPENING NIGHT PAJAMA PARTY WITH 
MUSIC BY BRANDON MATTSON
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Nina and Lisa are two sisters destined to be the best 
of friends. When Lisa is diagnosed with autism at the 
age of 2, Lisa’s voice disappears and she is unable to 
communicate. Nina and Lisa search for connection, 
intimacy, and sisterhood despite the challenges of 
autism. A film by Andrews University graduate Nina 
Vallado, this film was nominated for several film festival 
audience awards and was selected as one of just seven 
finalists from more than 1,600 documentary film 
entries for the 2017 Student Academy Awards.

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS  

St. Joseph
3/12

6:30 PM
3

Sisterly USA

Short Documentary   |   Nina Vallado   |   2017  |   25 minutes   |   Ages  10+

What do you do when your brain is your enemy? 
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is a serious 
mental health issue that traps millions of kids, teens 
and adults in a vicious cycle of worries and rituals. To 
uncover what OCD is, and what it isn’t, filmmakers Kelly 
Anderson and Chris Baier focus on an unlikely group of 
experts: children! Unstuck documents six kids with OCD 
as they share how they learned to face their fears, stop 
their rituals and regain control of their lives. The film 
avoids sensationalizing compulsions and obsessions, 
and instead reveals the complexity of a disorder that 
affects both the brain and behavior.

Hailing from New York City and recruited by Coach 
Pat Summitt for the University of Tennessee’s Lady 
Vols, Chamique Holdsclaw was hailed as the “female 
Michael Jordan,” impressing crowds with her artistry, 
athleticism and drive. A 3-time NCAA champ and 
No.1 draft pick in the WNBA, Holdsclaw seemed 
destined for a spectacular professional career until 
her long-suppressed battle with bi-polar disorder 
threatened to derail her life. Mind/Game intimately 
chronicles Holdsclaw’s athletic accomplishments and 
personal setbacks, and her decision (despite public 
stigma) to become an outspoken mental health 
advocate. The film, narrated by Glenn Close, tells a 
powerful story of courage, struggle, and redemption.

Unstuck  USA

Short Documentary   |   Anderson & Baier   |   2017   |   22 minutes   |   Ages  10+

Mind/Game  USA

Short Documentary   |   Rick Goldsmith   |   2015   |   57 minutes  |   Ages  12+

KRASL ART CENTER  

St. Joseph

KRASL ART CENTER  

St. Joseph
3/14

1:00 PM
3/14

1:30 PM
2 2
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This film follows the challenging journey of two 
Mohawk girls as they take part in their traditional 
passage rites to become Mohawk Women. 
Kaienkwinehtha and Kasennakohe are childhood 
friends from traditional families living in the Mohawk 
Community of Akwesasne that straddles the U.S./
Canada border. They both take part in a four-
year adolescent rite of passage ceremony called 
ohero:kon “under the husk” that has been revived 
in their community. This ceremony challenges them 
spiritually, mentally, emotionally and physically. It 
shapes the women they become. 

Ohero:kon - Under The Husk  USA

Short Documentary   |   Katsitsionni Fox  |   2017   |   27 minutes   |   Ages 12+

Charley Bowers creates his wild inspirations through 
stop-motion animation, of which he was a master. 
Bowers’s overriding theme is the convergence of nature 
and technology. In Egged On, 1926 (23 min) he plays 
the inventor of a huge Rube Goldberg-like machine that 
renders eggs unbreakable. In It’s A Bird, 1930 (12 min) 
Bowers, playing a junkman, travels the globe to find 
a metal-eating bird which helps him in his work. The 
extravagant A Wild Roomer, 1927 (20 min) may be his 
masterpiece. In a lonely one-room apartment, Charley 
labors mightily on a massive household-helping 
machine. Its size alone, the mighty destruction that 
Charley wreaks when moving it and the sight of the 
monstrosity coursing the streets of an unnamed (but 
very real) city, make for astonishing sights.

Charley Bowers Three Short Films  USA

Short Films   |   Charley Bowers  |   Multi   |   55 minutes   |   Ages 6+ 
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No, this is not a film. It’s gratitude. Gratitude so big 
that it would never fit into the tiny confines of the 
credits section. It’s the delight, humility and respect we 
feel for the time, talent and support that our friend, Dr. 
Larry Schanker, has so generously brought to the film 
festival. Larry has been writing music for theater, film, 
dance and concert halls for over 30 years. In 2013, 
festival-goers were treated to his artistry, first-hand, 
when he (along with Megan Barrett on harp) performed 
his original score to the 1924 silent film version of J. 
M. Barrie’s Peter Pan. What Larry brings to our silent 
films cannot be put into words. It must be experienced. 
His fingers are so perfectly tuned to what’s happening 
on the screen that you completely surrender yourself 
to the moment and forget that the music is live. 

(Photo credit: Andrew Sawyer) 

Marty O’Sullivan is a young blacksmith who is illegally 
forging arms for the rebellion against English rule. 
He’s caught in the act by a band of redcoats but 
manages to evade capture thanks to some quick 
thinking and fortunate wardrobe choices from his 
best girl, Eileen. She hides Marty in her voluminous 
cloak and points the soldiers in the opposite 
direction. Marty next tries to hide in the chimney 
of the local tavern but is soon smoked out by the 
English. However, the pub patrons overpower the 
soldiers and steal their muskets. This leads to a 
manhunt but Marty is safely hidden in a watery cave.

The Immigrant  USA

Silent Film   |   Charles Chaplin  |   1917   |   30 minutes   |   Ages 6+

Chaplin’s Tramp is a passenger on an immigrant 
ship  making its way to New York. While on board, 
he falls in love with Edna Purviance who is traveling 
to America with her sick mother. She falls in love 
with the Tramp after he recovers her stolen savings. 
However, the pair are separated by immigration 
authorities until they reunite in a restaurant. Our 
hero offers to buy his Edna lunch but quickly realizes 
that his money has fallen out of a hole in his pocket. 
This is awkward as the burly waiter has a habit of 
thrashing people who attempt a dine-and-dash. How 
will the Tramp pay for the meal and win Edna’s hand?

For Ireland’s Sake  IRELAND

Silent Film   |   Sidney Olcott   |   1914   |   35 minutes   |   Ages  6+

Dr. Larry Schanker  USA

Composer   |   Educator   |   Luminary   |   Tireless   |   Revered By All Ages
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The Boy (Harold Lloyd) lands a job as a clerk at a 
department store, but lies in his letters home to his 
beloved–pretending to be the store’s manager. The 
Boy’s roommate, The Pal makes money as a human 
fly, performing attention-getting stunts. The store’s 
real manager promises $1000 if The Boy can devise 
a publicity gimmick. He offers to split the money with 
The Pal if he’ll climb the 12-story building. On the day 
of the event, however, The Boy is forced to make the 
arduous climb solo. Dodging a variety of obstacles, he 
climbs higher and higher, eventually dangling from the 
store’s clock tower, in the film’s most memorable image.

Safety Last  USA

Silent Film   |   Harold Lloyd   |   1923   |   73 minutes  |   Ages  6+

Sleeping Beauty  USA

Silent Film/Animation   |   Lotte Reiniger  |   1954   |   10 minutes   |   Ages  6+

“Once upon a time in a beautiful castle lived a king 
and a queen who were very happy.” 

This fairy tale tilts to the macabre when the castle 
falls into its 100-year sleep, awaiting the arrival of 
the young prince. The Grimm brothers’ story stirred 
animator Lotte Reiniger deeply as a child, when she 
burst into tears at missing a cinema screening of an 
early version. She went on to become the foremost 
pioneer of silhouette animation.

The Rink  USA

Silent Flm   |   Charles Chaplin  |   1916   |   25 minutes   |   Ages 6+

Charlie is an inept waiter who prepares the bill of Mr. 
Stout by examining what he spilled on him. While he 
is not a great server, Charlie is an excellent skater 
at the nearby roller rink. He meets a girl there and 
saves her from the unwanted attentions of the same 
Mr. Stout. The grateful girl thanks Charlie by inviting 
him to a skating party where chaos ensues after 
he accidentally falls on Mrs. Stout and pulls down 
her skirt! The police are called to restore order, but 
Charlie escapes by deftly rolling away with his cane 
hooked to the back of a moving automobile.
(Screens immediately after The Immigrant)
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MICHIGAN CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY  

Michigan City

Sticky Situation  IN

Live Action   |   Emily Silvas   |   2018   |   2m 22s

I wanted to make a movie to show the 
impact words can have on a person.  
We used sticky notes as a metaphor for 
how words can stick with us.

It All Started With A Text  IN

Live Action   |   Kayana Aoun   |   2018   |  2m 27s

Our film is about a girl who gets bullied 
on Instagram and it continues at school.  
Eventually, she stands up to her bullies.  
The movie is from the perspective and 
view point of the bullied girl.
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SILENT FILM CHALLENGE
This year’s Young Filmmakers Competition includes 
16 short, silent films (3 minutes or less) by aspiring 
young directors. For the SILENT FILM CHALLENGE, 
the rules were simple: no spoken words!

Entry into the competition is free and open to any 
individual or group 18 years of age and under. 
Awards are presented to the top three films along 
with Audience Favorite (attend a YFC screening on 
March 10 or March 14 for the chance to vote). 

Join us in New Buffalo (March 10) or on Awards 
Night (March 16) to hear our talented friend, Dr. 
Larry Schanker, play live, improvisational piano 
accompaniment to each film! 

NEW BUFFALO TWP LIBRARY  

New Buffalo

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS  

St. Joseph
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YOUNG FILMMAKERS COMPETITION RED CARPET 
AWARDS PRESENTATION FOLLOWING THE FILMS

YOUNG FILMMAKERS 
COMPETITION  >



The Future Ball  IN

Live Action   |   Kyle Yackus   |   2018   |   2m 04s

Our film is about a ball that takes us to 
an alternate universe, specifically in 
the future.  Then we try to decide what 
to do with the ball.

High Voltage  IN

Live Action   |   Amara Ball   |   2018   |   3m

This silent film is a psychological thriller 
about a woman in a mental hospital. 
We discover that electrical sparks and 
flickering lights trigger flashbacks about 
a tragedy while the line between fantasy 
and reality becomes blurred.
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A Week In Michigan  MI

Live Action   |   Micah Wagoner    |   2018   |   2m 51s

Michigan is home to Great Lakes. 
Life is almost perfect here with 
vacationers coming in the summer and 
ice sculptors coming in the winter, but 
what about when we have that all in 
one week?

Nerd Takes Action  IN

Live Action   |   Dani Howard   |   2018   |   2m 49s

Our video is about 2 nerds who are 
tormented by 2 bullies.  They are tired of 
being bullied and decide to take action. 
They start dressing and acting like the 
bullies and end up taking their place.

The Battle for the Chair  IN

Live Action   |   Heather Lewis   |   2018   |   1m 11s

Disconnected  IN

Live Action   |   Daniel Shemesh   |   2018  |   3m

A race for the coveted, favorite teacher’s 
chair to sit in for the class period.  We 
enjoyed this rigorous process and 
focused mostly on creating a great plot, 
editing in iMovie and transitions.

The short story of a student without his 
lifeline. Emphasizing modern reliance 
on technology, the majority of the film 
focuses on a student who frantically 
runs around the school, slowly losing 
his mind in the process.

The Subject  IN

Live Action   |   Maxwell Thompson   |   2018   |   2m 50s

Love Makes You Do Crazy Things  MI

Animation   |   L. Garcia and M. Jhala   |   2018   |   2m 38s

A scientist enters his lab to work. 
However, he is unaware that the 
subject he has locked away is escaping.

Dakota is a love-stricken middle-
schooler who goes to great lengths 
to get Anne to love him, but Anne’s 
boyfriend, Big Bulky Bully, is stubborn 
and won’t let Anne go!



Paranoia  IN

Live Action   |   Jose De la Cruz   |   2018   |   2m 51s

The Lego Bully  IN

Animation   |   Zachary Hogan   |   2018   |   2m 04s

Dirty Little Secret  IN

Live Action   |   Mirabellah Hernandez   |   2018   |   2m 59s

A schizophrenic young man sees 
people no one else can see, but as 
his illness worsens he sees a more 
dangerous being.

I am Zachary and I have a Youtube 
channel called StopMotionGaming.  Our 
film is about a kid getting bullied by the 
newer and better version of himself.

I am Mirabellah and I loved this project! 
Our movie is about a girl’s secret 
spreading around the school, which 
happens a lot in real life.  We tried to 
make it relatable to our lives and issues 
we face every day. 

A.N.I.M.A.L.S.  IN

Live Action   |    Hanson Huang  |   2018   |   1m

Bully’s Secret  IN

Live Action   |   Kirsten Carlson   |   2018   |   2m 50s

Class Clown  MI

Live Action   |   Edward Nagy    |   2018   |   3m  

Three animal hybrids get annoyed by a 
regular human being.

Diego is constantly picking on Ryan, 
until they get paired together for a 
group project and Ryan learns Diego’s 
secret.  Ryan is sick and tired of this 
torture and seeks revenge. 

Elliot Zyniewicz stars in Edward 
Nagy’s directorial debut, a slapstick 
comedy about interacting classroom 
stereotypes. The class clown can 
only go so far before his classmates’ 
patience runs thin. 

CREDITS
• The following board members 
gave their all to make this event 
possible: STUART BOEKELOO, 
LORI BOEKELOO, JEREMY 
BONFIGLIO and festival curator, 
LESLIE SULLIVAN. 

•  Thank you to all of our screening 
partners. We couldn’t do this 
without you.

•  Bravo to DR. LARRY SCHANKER 
for transforming our silent film 
selections into something truly 
memorable.  

•  Opening night cupcakes:
BIT OF SWISS (Stevensville)

•  Popcorn provided by: 
PRI MART QUIK SHOP (St. Joseph)

•  CCFF identity, print, website and 
social media design; copywriting 
and editing; Young Filmmakers 
Competition coordinator and  
technical support: 

THOMAS ALLEN
www.thomasal lenonl ine.com     
thomasallenonline@gmail.com
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FILM SCREENINGS BY VENUE
CITADEL OAK ROOM
3/11 Ponette 
3/11 Deaf Jam
3/16 Young Filmmakers Competition
3/16 For Ireland’s Sake
3/16 The Immigrant
3/16 The Rink
3/17 NFF Live Action Shorts
3/17 Ohero:kon “Under The Husk”
3/17 Wendy
3/17 School Life
3/17 Birdboy: The Forgotten Children

1

KRASL ART CENTER
3/09 KidFlix 1 
3/10 Mary and the Witch’s Flower
3/13 Hobbyhorse Revolution
3/14 Unstuck
3/14 Mind/Game
3/15 Village of Dreams
3/17 KidFlix 2
3/18 Sleeping Beauty
3/18 Safety Last

2

MICHIGAN CITY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
3/10 KidFlix 2 
3/10 Young Filmmakers Competition

7 ST. JOSEPH COUNTY 
PUBLIC LIBRARY
3/14 Mary and the Witch’s Flower 
3/17 KidFlix 1

8

BOX FACTORY FOR THE ARTS
3/10 The Breadwinner 
3/10 Bee Nation
3/12 Sisterly
3/12 Two Friends
3/14 Charley Bowers 3 Short Films
3/14 Young Filmmakers Competition
3/14 Purple Dreams 

3

BRIDGMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY
3/10 The Steamroller and the Violin 
3/13 Hero Steps
3/14 NFF Animated Shorts
3/17 KidFlix 1

4

NEW BUFFALO TWP LIBRARY
3/10 Young Filmmakers Competition
3/10 KidFlix 1
3/10 KidFlix 2

5

VICKERS THEATRE
3/17 The Big Bad Fox And Other Tales 
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